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FIRST C O U N T A B L E L I N D E L Ô F E X T E N S I O N S 
O F U N C O U N T A B L E D I S C R E T E S P A C E S 

BY 
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ABSTRACT. The existence of a first countable Lindelôf extension 
L of an uncountable discrete space D for which L-D is countable is 
considered. Assuming CH, such extensions exist; however it is also 
consistent that no such spaces exist, as follows from MA + —i CH 

All spaces considered are assumed to be regular and 7\. By an extension of a 
space D we mean a space containing D as a dense subspace. 

Let D be an uncountable discrete space. Does there exist a first countable 
Lindelôf extension L of D for which L-D is countable? It is easy to see that 
no such extension exists for which L-D is countable and discrete. 

If L-D is required only to be countable, the situation is somewhat different. 
The existence of such extensions is independent of the usual axioms of set 
theory, as we will now show. 

EXAMPLE (CH). Recall that a subset S of the real line is called a Lusin set if 
S is uncountable and has countable intersection with every nowhere dense 
subset of the line. It is well-known that, assuming the continuum hypothesis 
CH, Lusin sets exist (see e.g. [2]). Thus, assume CH and let S be a Lusin set 
contained in the irrationals. Let Q denote the rationals and let L = S U Q. 
Refine the topology on L by making the points of S isolated, while the 
rationals keep their usual neighborhoods. (This is equivalent to regarding L as 
a subspace of the Michael line—the refinement of the usual topology on the 
reals obtained by isolating the irrationals.) 

If G is any open set containing the rationals, then the complement of G is 
nowhere dense in the reals, and so S-G is countable. This clearly implies that 
L is Lindelôf. Thus L is a regular, first countable Lindelôf extension of the 
uncountable discrete space S with L-S countable. 

The fact that the above space L obtained using a Lusin set is Lindelôf, has 
already been observed in [1], where further properties of L are established and 
used. 

Thus, assuming the continuum hypothesis, first countable Lindelôf exten
sions of uncountable discrete spaces having countable remainder exist. We now 
show that it is also consistent that no such extensions exist. 
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We denote the set of all functions from co into œ by co"\ For /, g in co" we 
write / < g if f(n) < g(n) for all n in co, and we write / < e g if / is eventually less 
than or equal to g, that is, if there exists an m e CJ such that /(rc)< g(n) for all 
n>m. 

Consider the following statement, which we refer to as B(co1). B{(o^)\ If 
F ç c o " and |F|<o>x then there exists geco™ such that f^eg for all feF. 

It is well-known that Biœ^ follows from Martin's axiom together with the 
negation of the continuum hypothesis (MA + —iCH), and is therefore consis
tent with the usual axioms of set theory. (For example, see [3]). This and other 
consequences of MA+~iCH have led to many interesting applications in set 
theory and topology; here we will use B(o>i) to refute the existence of the 
Lindelôf spaces under consideration. 

The following observation, pointed out to the authors by K. Kunen, will be 
used in conjunction with B(o>i). 

LEMMA. Let F^o)°i such that \F\ = a)1 and let gGa)w such that f < e g for all 
feF. Then there is a subset Fx of F and a g'eco" such that \F±\ = <o1 and g^g' 
and f^g' for all feFx. 

Proof, For each f in F there is an m e co such that n > m-*/(rc)< g(n). For 
each m e co, define S m = { / e F : n > m —>f(n)<g(n)}. Then F= | J m 6 w Sm. Since 
|JF| = o>!, there exists an m0eo) such that |SmJ = £<>!. Since there are only 
countably many functions from m0 into co, there is a subset Fx of Smo and a 
function r:m0->o) such that ^ ^ o ^ and such that f \ m0=r for all feFx. 
Define g'ea)*0 as follows: 

g'(n) = max{r(n), g(n)} if n<m0 

and 

g'(n) = g(n) if n>m0. 

Then g^g' and f^g' for all / in Fl9 as desired. 

THEOREM. Assume B(coi). Let D be an uncountable discrete space. Then D 
has no first countable Lindelôf extension L for which L-D is countable. 

Proof. Let L be a first countable extension of D with L-D countable. 
We show that L is not Lindelôf. Ennumerate the points of L-D as L — D = 
{xn:nea)}. For each n, choose a sequence of open sets {Gn(m):meco} 
such that Cime* Gn(m) = {xn}, and such that Gn(m + l ) ç Gn(m) for all m. We 
may assume, without loss of generality, that \D\ = œ1. (If not, choose a subset 
Dj of D such that \DX\ = o}x\ D1U{xn:neCJ} is closed in L, so if we show that 
Dx U{xn : n e co} is not Lindelôf it follows that L is not Lindelôf.) 

Let xeD. For each n in w, choose fx(n)eœ such that x<£Gn(fx(n)). This 
defines a function fx e co" for each x in D. Let F = {fx : x e D}. By B ^ ) , there 
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i s a g € û ) w such that fx < e g for all x in D, and by the lemma, there is a g'e(o™ 
and a subset D! of D such that |X>X| = a)1 and such that /x < g' for all x in Dx . 

Let x G Dx. Then for all n e co, fx(n) < g'(rc) and so x<£ Gn(g'(n)), because the 
sequence {Gn(m):mea>} is descending. Thus D 1 n [ | J n e a , Gn(g'(n))]= <t>. 
Therefore the open cover 

{Gn(g'(n)):nea>}u\{x}:xeD-\jGm(g'(n))} 
v. nea> J 

has no countable subcover, and hence L is not Lindelôf. 
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